FPX CPQ
HYBRIS E-COMMERCE STOREFRONT

Provided as a core service to enhance hybris e-commerce storefront, FPX CPQ
provides a pre-integrated, high-powered cloud configuration solution that
seamlessly optimizes complex product selection and configuration processes
so you can maximize channel sales, deal size, and customer experience.
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A SINGLE APPLICATION TO ENABLE YOUR
OMNI-CHANNEL STRATEGY
FPX CPQ defines optimal Quote-to-Order processes as a central service
within hybris e-commerce storefront, allowing you to deploy your Omni-Channel
Strategy. Gone are the days requiring you to define and maintain siloed data
catalogs and processes for each channel individually.
With unmatched power and flexibility harnessed within a single application, FPX CPQ
rationalizes your scattered and disconnected customer, pricing, product,
and business data sets, so you can define rules and relationships from
a single environment. FPX CPQ is also pre-integrated with SAP Cloud
for Customer (C4C) so you can establish a single Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ)
application across all sales and commerce channels without high-cost
system integration.

The Ultimate B2C
Guided Buying Experience
Easily search and navigate product inventory with real-time, advanced product visualizations

Effortlessly build complex product configurations, including customizations and add-ons
Product configurations are optimized based on: customer need, price, product
requirements, location, and buying history
Built-in is our proprietary product and pricing rules engine that prevents sales errors,
customer confusion, and downstream order problems

Order with a single click
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Boost Revenue and Efficiency
Across all Sales Channels

Advanced Product and Pricing Configuration:

Demand-driven supply chain forecasting: By

Ensures 100% accurate and optimized quotes.

automating the order process, supply chain
management has better visibility concerning what’s

Real-Time Price Optimization: Based on

needed and when.

products, bundles, and promotions.
Advanced Visualization: Show your partners
Orders: Anytime, anywhere, users can produce

real-time solution representations with advanced

their own optimal order within minutes – rather

visualization capabilities, rather than just a list of

than hours or days through a sales engagement.

products and prices.

Guided Selling: Enable your customers and

Multi-Channel Enablement: A unifying platform to

partners to buy exactly what they want as if

drive the Quote-to-Order process across selling and

guided through the configuration by your best

buying channels. Orders placed through hybris can

subject matter expert.

update sales pipeline information in your CRM.

Up-sell/Cross-sell: Automatically recommends

Cloud-based Data Modeling: Reduce time-to-

logical add-ons based on initial product

market for new product introductions, programs,

selections, so you can realize your full revenue

offers and changes to product and pricing

potential.

information without coding.

Order Document Generation: Generate

Predictive Analytics: Make your big data actionable

professional order summary and product material

at the point of sale or service.

documents that are customizable, containing
images of the order items, detailed product

Device Independent Mobility: An elegant and

information, and e-signature option.

responsive user interface enabling you to extend
your high-impact business processes across any

E-Signature: A value-added component to help

mobile device – anywhere, at anytime.

recognize revenue faster.
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CPQ.
e-commerce.
mobile.

WE ARE FPX.
Our business transforms business.
FPX is an independent software vendor with 30+ years of experience in solving complex sales operations
challenges for multi-channel organizations. On-premise or in the cloud, FPX empowers customers to transform
manual sales processes into guided selling and guided buying experiences. The FPX enterprise-caliber
Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) application enables SAP customers to augment their existing CRM system and
e-commerce site by optimizing and automating all Quote-to-Order business processes including: configuration,
pricing, quote generation, contract management, e-Signature, and data management. Key functionality exists
today across SAP Customer Engagement & Commerce (CEC), HANA Cloud Platform, hybris, and Salesforce.com.

FPX.COM
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